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Introduction to XML 

Definition 
EXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a software and hardware independent tool for storing and 

transporting data. 

That say’s it all! XML are flat files designed to carry data - with focus on what data is. 

History 
XML history begins with the development of Standardised Generalised Markup Language (SGML) in 

the 1970’s by Charles Goldfarb along with Ed Mosher and Ray Lorie while working at IBM (Anderson, 

2004).  

SGML is a language used to specify mark-up languages such as Hype Text Markup Language (HTML) 

or XML. The purpose of SGML was to create vocabularies which could be used to mark up 

documents with structural tags. It was thought at the time, that certain machine readable 

documents should remain machine readable for perhaps decades. 

HTML remains popular even today as a presentation technology and is considered unsuitable as a 

data storage format. 

SGML was too complicated to be used to store or transport data. This gave in birth to XML.  

XML bridges this gap by being both human and machine readable, while being flexible enough to 

support platform and architecture independent data interchange.  

XML Basics 
My first experience with XML was in the year 1999. Since then the primary usage never seem to 

have changed; data exchange!  

Over the years, XML has gained popularity primarily in the exchange of data; in other words, 

transport of data. 

XML document generally, has an extension .xml. 

<person xml:id="123" birth="31-12-2000" gender="male">  

  <name> 

    <firstname>Raghu</firstname>  

    <lastname>Kadambi</lastname>  

  </name> 

</person>  
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Modern day browsers have built-in XML parsers parses (parsing is the act of splitting up information 
into its component part).  The example above as: 

1. Element <person> identified with Attribute xml:id (predefined type ‘ID’) containing "123" 
and Attribute birth containing "31-12-2000" and Attribute gender containing "male" 
containing  the following additional information 

2. Element <name> containing  the following additional information 
3. Element <firstname> containing text ‘Raghu’ followed by the following information 
4. Element <lastname> containing text ‘Kadambi’ 

 

Any modern development platform supplies the parser for you without you needing to do anything 

extra. Unless you are building your own software, there is no need to worry about finding an XML 

parser. This tutorial does cover the parsers. Also, this tutorial does not cover any example of using 

SAX parser technique. 

You could learn more about XML in the following http://www.w3schools.com/xml/  

OpenEdge® ABL and XML - Essentials  
Here are few things that I have worked in the past with OpenEdge® ABL and XML: 

1. Create XML using temp-table - We should be able to create an xml file out of the data in my 

temp-table (would use temp-table filed name as tags and attributes and the fields value as data). 

2. Read an XML into a temp-table - We should be able to read the data in an XML file into a temp-

table  (would use temp-table filed name as tags and attributes and the fields value as data).  

3. Create XML [using Document Object Model - DOM] - We should be able to create an xml file 

without temp-table. 

4. Read an XML [using Document Object Model - DOM]- We should be able to read the data in an 

XML file without temp-table. 

While I have worked in all the four situations, my personal favoutires are the first two. Nothing like 

working with the temp-tables . 

Let’s look at each of these in this tutorial. For learning purpose, this tutorial uses sports2000 

database.  

http://www.w3schools.com/xml/
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Create XML using temp-table 
Code: 

 

  

XML file name 

Write the schema of 

the temp-table 

WRITE-XML method creates 

the ttcust.xml with the schema 

of the temp-table along with 

the data  
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Output: 

 

 

  

Sample 

Data - 

First 

record 

Temp-Table ttcust 

schema 
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Create XML using temp-table – with XML Node Attribute 
Code: 

Another example of creating an XML files using the previous technique but with a change in temp-

table in a way that some of the data in the records goes into an XML file as an attribute of the field 

tag.  
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Output: 

  

XML Node 

attribute that is 

defined as a field 

in the temp-

table. 
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Read an XML into a temp-table 
Code: 

This code uses the previously created XML file ttcust.xml.  

Note: My temp-table schema is same as the schema defined in the XML file. 

 

  

XML file name 

READ-XML method reads the xml schema and 

data and loads into the temp-table ttcust. 
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Create XML [using Document Object Model - DOM] 
cust.xml - Sample XML file that the code below would use  
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Code: 
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Read an XML [using Document Object Model - DOM] 
Code: 
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